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Bonnie Erbe: This week on to the contrary… First the landscape shifts somewhat among women 
voters. Then green party candidate Jill Stein's push to open the debate. And transgender pregnancy and 
healthcare.
[♪♪♪]



Bonnie Erbe:  Hello I'm Bonnie Erbe welcome to to the contrary, a discussion of news and social trends
from diverse perspectives. Up first, the women's vote.
Bonnie Erbe: Most new polls show Donald trump's numbers improving But not all of them. A CNN 
ORC poll this week shows 73% of unmarried woman back Clinton compared to just 36% of married 
women. Trump has struggled with married women until now. A massive sampling survey from the 
washington post surveymonkey poll shows Clinton with a small unexpected lead in historically red 
states. Arizona, Texas, Colorado and Florida. The post reports it gives Clinton a big electoral college 
advantage. 244 electoral votes and 26 shy of the 270 needed to win while trump wins 126 electoral 
votes.
Bonnie Erbe: Could trump's gains among married women be the work of his manager pollster to the to 
the contrary panelist Kelly Anne Conway? An expert on woman voters. She earned applauds from 
media and attacked by democrats for comments made on to the contrary about rape and women in the 
military in 2013. Trump is questioned again for a tweet he sent in 2013 blaming rape in the military on 
men and women living together. In a presidential forum, trump defended the claim saying it was a 
quote correct tweet.
Bonnie Erbe: Why are married women moving to the trump camp now?
Saba Ahmed: Well, thanks to Kelly Anne she is an expert on the pro-life and pro traditional marriage 
movement and has the grassroots base and they are rallying up the votes for trump.
Donna Edwards: I will believe it when I see it. I do not think married women will go with trump but 
they may not tell their husbands.
Linda Chavez This is up with married women for 49 years, registered republican and conservative who 
will not be voting for Donald trump. 
Sarah McBride After seeing three hours of Donald trump without teleprompters married women will 
come back to Hillary.
Bonnie Erbe: This is historic. Republicans going back to Reagan have won white married women. This 
is all married women. Are democrats scared about this?
Donna Edwards Donald trump is not going to win married women. And I think it is true. Once people 
really see this guy on television and see him in the debates. 
Bonnie Erbe:  How much television d o we have to see him on?
Donna Edwards: We are after labor day and coming up on the debates. Normal people do not pay 
attention to the stuff all the time. And that is certainly true for women and for married women and they 
are going to see a guy who over and over again you know, says things about women that are completely
unacceptable and especially in a president and they will be voting for Hillary.
Linda Chavez: But the problem is Hillary Clinton is the person he is running again St. And she has a 
trust problem. And she has a problem-- 
Bonnie Erbe: She has a trust problem and let me jump in, though. There was a Harvard study that 
showed that she got twice as much negative publicity as he did up until a point in the campaign. How 
do you tease out what you like or don't like may like or don't like about Hillary Clinton as being sexist 
behavior which she has not pounded on at all. And the fact that she is a flawed candidate but running 
against a much more flawed candidate.
Linda Chavez: Well, I think, the one trust issue that I think works in her favor is the notion that this is a 
dangerous world we live in and from my point of view as I say it is a longtime republican, I ran as a 
republican nominee for the senate. I've been active and worked in the Reagan white house but I cannot 
vote for Trump because I really do believe that he is a threat to the United States and so you know, 
whether i will end up voting for Hillary Clinton, i hope not to have to. But if the polls keep closing, I 
may end up feeling that it's my responsibility to do that because I think he is so dangerous.
Sarah McBride: I think Kelly Anne has done a good job of getting Donald trump back on teleprompters
which helped but as the congresswoman said you will have three hours in the debates where Donald 
trump will be off script and if the commander in chief forum he will say things that are going to realign



the election a little bit. And I think at the end of the day, married women will vote for Hillary and she is
going to win the election. Maybe not by a landslide but there's been conversation around that CNN poll
being a flawed poll.
Bonnie Erbe: Now, what did you think about his tweet this week when he basically reaffirmed the 
problem with sexual assault in the military is brought on by women being in the military and men and 
women sharing quarters?
Saba Ahmed: Sure. Well, I actually from Islamic perspective I agree. I think we should have procedures
within the military that separates the women and the men from the living conditions they are in. We 
have huge sexual assault problem and less than 1% get prosecuted and convicted.
Bonnie Erbe: Isn't that a way of saying that men cannot control themselves?
Saba Ahmed: Maybe. It may sound absurd but you know, traditionally, you know there are rules and 
policies. It's best to protect the women serving our nation and you know we should have policies within
the military that protect and differentiate between men and women they have equal potential from 
different perspectives and we should address that.
Linda Chavez: Somewhat trump has going for him he says things that people say they are not 
politically correct but a lot of people think them. And that actually boosts his favorability. You know, I 
don't like political correctness for its own sake but he crosses the line. He goes beyond being politically
correct to being insulting to being demeaning, to being racist, sexist all of the above.
Donna Edwards: I think that especially his views on women in the military, I mean that is like saying if 
you go to an office and men and women share quarters and close working conditions all the time that 
you blame women for the sexual assault that is happening in their workplace. And for military men and
women a lot of men and women serve together and they serve honorably and the key is are we going to
have a commander in chief who understands the need to root out bad behavior and to make
sure that -- 
Bonnie Erbe: sick behavior.
Donna Edwards: And make sure that people are held accountable for the crimes that they commit. But 
it's not to say that we are going to blame and penalize women for the criminal behavior of men along 
whose side they work.
Bonnie Erbe: Sarah interesting question occurred to me. Donald trump reached out to the lgbt 
community in big ways. On the other hand, if he is saying that men -- what about the open bathrooms 
which are becoming way m ore popular in public. I was at the Washington D.C. Conventions that had 
an either or bathroom. Is that saying is he by saying that if you put men and women living together in 
the military, the men cannot control themselves and they are going to rape the women does that mean 
he will be against bathroom. 
Sarah McBride: I think what open tran service people are asking for transgender women to be able to 
access women's restrooms. and having said that I challenge the premise that Donald trump has been 
reaching out to lgbt voters. He sent the letters in the speech but the reality is he will appoint anti-
equality judges to the supreme court and supports the ability of states to discriminate against the 
transgender community and first governing diagnose nominated a vice-president who has made his 
national profile on being anti-lgbt. So I think that –
Bonnie Erbe: is trump getting any of the lgbt vote?
Sarah McBride: I'm sure there are long beyond people voting for him but I do not think it will be higher
than in any other republican nominee for president. And the fact remains that lgbt people are also 
women and people with dis abilities and Muslims and also immigrants all of the communities that 
Donald trump has continuously insulted throughout the campaign.
Bonnie Erbe: All right. Let us know what you think. Follow me on Twitter @bonnieerbe. Behind the 
headlines, the two major parties have nominated historically unpopular candidates, democrat Clinton 
would be the most disliked candidate ever, according to polls were it not for republican trump being



even more disliked. Do the independent candidates either libertarian Johnson or green party Jill Stein 
offer a tonic for wary voters.
Jill Stein: I think the American people have kind of hit the wall on the economy on jobs, a generation 
that is basically stuck in unpayable student debt. And then you have two establishment candidates that 
people don't like and they don't trust and there is an incredible hunger out there for another voice.
Bonnie Erbe: Jill Stein is the green party candidate for president.
Jill Stein: I am a physician not a politician. I am a mother on fire. Very concerned about where our 
younger generation is going. And as a medical doctor, i am practicing political medicine because it's the
mother of all illnesses and we have to heal our sick political system.
Bonnie Erbe: Stein as well as libertarian candidate Gary Johnson are fighting to be included in the 
presidential debates. They begin later this month. Both candidates are below the debate qualifying 
criteria of achieving 15% in the polls. Stein is polling at 5% at her height or below. And Johnson just 
breaks into double-digits. There has not been a third party candidate in those debates since 1992.
Jill Stein: We need to make the debates an instrument of our democracy. Right now the debates are an 
instrument of the Democratic and republican parties. And I would say stay tuned in the last race, my 
running mate and I were arrested for showing up. We were not just arrested but we were taken to a d 
ark site and tightly handcuffed to metal chairs for s even hours until everybody had gone ho me. This 
was just for trying to get into the campus where the debate was held where our intention was to just be 
there and bear witness to a debate we should have been in.
Jill Stein: Stein hopes to be on the ballot in every state this y ear and improve on her 2012 showing. In 
2 012 she received less than one-half of 1% of the popular vote. To boost her campaign, Stein has made
a transparent play for disaffected followers of Bernie Sanders. She has gone as far as offering her place 
at the top of the green party ticket. 
Jill Stein: I actually put out a message and a written open letter to Bernie Sanders to please consider 
joining me on our ticket. We've got the same ideas here. We differ a little around foreign policy
where my campaign takes a principled position that we need a foreign policy based on international 
law, human rights and diplomacy. Not more of these regime change, wars for oil, wars on terror that 
have been such a catastrophe. As the only candidate that doesn't accept corporate money, lobbiest 
money, I can take a principled position here what we need to do. And that is one area where we differ 
from Bernie.
Bonnie Erbe: Stein is calling for ambitious, her critics would say, unfeasible programs to help the 
environment, ease debt and create jobs we are calling for an emergency jobs program a green new deal 
that w ill revive our economy at the same time that we tackle the crisis of climate change. We need an 
agenda for people, planet and peace over profit. Right now we have a system that puts profit over 
everything else.
Bonnie Erbe: So congresswoman Edwards, does she stand a chance? Or just a spoiler for Democratic 
candidate Hillary Clinton?
Donna Edwards: I don't think she is a spoiler. If you recall, Ralph Nader got 2.74% of the vote many 
and I do not think Jill Stein is going to get that.
Bonnie Erbe: And actually, actually, he did take enough votes a way from Gore in Florida. 
Donna Edwards: In some states.
Bonnie Erbe: In Florida which was the killer state which Gore ended up winning after a recount but he 
was a spoiler candidate.
Donna Edwards: But if you look at the state polls I do not think that Jill Stein is at a Ralph Nader point.
And I would say that her appeal to Bernie Sanders supporters is interesting to me. Because one Bernie 
Sanders has endorsed Hillary Clinton. And the other is that he was very effective in ma king sure that 
we have elements of our platform that Hillary has to run on that I think are very appealing if you are 
talking about policy and Bernie Sanders supporters are talking about policy. And so I do not think the 



same appeal is there. And you know, look, I think that when it comes to debates let her move to the 
threshold and be welcomed on to the stage but she has not demonstrated that yet.
Bonnie Erbe: And she is pending an arrest for spray painting which is not exactly the most Presidential 
thing to do. Your thoughts on independent candidates?
Saba Ahmed: I think they are great they are going to help trump w in. I think they will take away from 
the Hillary Clinton camp and I think it's going to be helping Donald trump win the white house.
Bonnie Erbe: Gary Johnson before this week's incredible some would say disqualifying aleppo, what is 
aleppo remark, he was polling taking evenly from trump and Clinton.
Saba Ahmed: Right. But I think he disqualified himself as well. I think all of the third party candidates 
are going in favor of trump. I think all of them are making stupid mistakes and taking away from the  
Democratic votes is only going to be helping the Republicans. 
Sarah McBride: I think anyone who jumps into the political process deserves our thanks. But I think Jill
Stein is no Ralph Nader. And serving one or two terms on a city council on a medium sized city does 
not make a president. And I think at the end of the day, people understand that in this election if you 
want to see progressive change and our country continue to move forward and the only way to do that 
is to vote for Hillary Clinton. 
Bonnie Erbe: A lot of people do not see that. I'm seeing on Facebook, including relatives of mine, who 
are in their 20s that who were for Sanders and are now voting for say they are supporting Stein.
Sarah McBride: I think that up with of the things that social media has been great about it's allowed for 
voices that are maybe in the minority to be heard more but it's maybe overemphasizing the amount of 
support that Jill Stein has. She is in low single digits and it will be lower when people go into the 
voting booth and vote. But I think just as Bernie said, if you want progressive change if you want to see
the things that he fought for and we are fighting for as progressives implemented the best way to do 
that is to consolidate behind the only progressive candidate who has a chance of winning.
Linda Chavez: I think the two-party system served the country well. And I will say that if trump loses 
this election, the republican party is going to have to do rethinking and frankly, you could see a split in 
the republican party if the trump people stay solid and continue to support his agenda, I think you will 
see a break up of the republican party. We might end up with three parties.
Bonnie Erbe: And how would – would that make things better or worse? Everybody says I cannot tell 
you, if I had a penny for the time anyone said to me, you know we need a third party. But they don't 
take notice of the fact that they want the third party to be something other than the next guy does.
Linda Chavez: Essentially the republican party, the wig party disappeared and the republican party 
emerged and it was a progressive party that was opposing slavery and for equal rights for all people. I 
would like to see the republican party decide what its principles are and I frankly don't want any part of
Trump in that party.
Donna Edwards: We are going to let you all rethink the republican party and we're going to march to a 
win with Hillary Clinton in November. And I do think that you know, Hillary has – an up hill battle. 
Some of the questions that she is being asked at that level are presidential. They are can questions that 
anyone who wants to be president should ask and the media has a lot of work to do because they have 
been dumbing down what they are asking and expecting of Donald trump. And I think that is going to 
become even more clear over these next several weeks.
Bonnie Erbe: Matt Lauer exhibit a at this point. From politics to pregnancies. After winning the right to
marry, the lgbt community has changed what the American family looks like and traditional vie w s on 
gender. New research finds the boom in medical advances will make pregnancies common for 
transgender Americans in a time magazine op-ed columnist opened up about her brother's pregnancy. 
After one failed pregnancy he and his wife have a son. The couple used Ivf but it's not always easy for 
transgender Americans to find medical help. According to a national transgender discrimination survey,
one in five transgender people has been turned a way by a medical professional.



Bonnie Erbe: So Sarah McBride, how long before this becomes normalized? It was eight years a go 
when the very first pregnant transgender man was – introduced himself to the world. Will this become 
normal?
Sarah McBride: Well, I think this is not necessarily the most common experience among transgender 
people but anytime anyone can tell their own story and their own experience that helps to open hearts 
and change minds. I think this story reflects something about transgender people that the country is 
learning. Something that the country learned about gay people we are people. We want to be parents we
are siblings we are children we are friends and neighbors and coworkers and we have hopes and 
dreams and we laugh and cry and the story reinforces that. But it brings up a larger point about the fact 
that transgender people face significant barriers in the healthcare industry. A lot of transgender people 
report not having a medical professional willing to touch them when they are getting care because they 
are transgender. I think this is part of a larger conversation about making sure that our healthcare 
system is accessible and safe and inclusive for all people.
Bonnie Erbe: Your thoughts?
Linda Chavez: Well, I have to tell you, I am a bit of an agnostic on this issue. This is new to me. I'm 69 
years old. And the world is a different place today. It is a brave new world. And some of us --
Bonnie Erbe: your kids or grand-kids do they see two genders or eight genders?
Linda Chavez: They are conservatives. So... you know, I mean the whole concept of gender is sort of 
new to me. Gender when I was growing up was a grammatical term it wasn't sex it belonged in the 
romance languages how you identified words. This is new. And I think it is something that is going to 
take time. And I have to tell you from looking at my Facebook feed, it is a hard sell among 
conservatives. It is. And they look at this birth and say well this is a person who was born with two x 
chromosomes and that is the reason he is able to use the pronoun trends he is able to carry a baby to 
term and to deliver a baby. I just don't know how it's going to turnout. It is a  huge social experiment 
and who knows. I do agree with you that people need to be to tolerant, people need to be understanding
and not make judgments too quickly. But it's hard for some conservatives. 
Bonnie Erbe: But you told me an amazing statistic when we talked when you were on the s how last 
time or the time before, that – and i mentioned that transgender people were I forget it was under 1% of
the population and you said when you count younger young people, it's actually 3.7%?
Sarah McBride: So they have just upped the estimate of transgender adults to 1 .4 million and among 
young people it's in the low single digit percentage wise. The adult transgender population is
larger than several states. But your point is well taken which is that -- 
Bonnie Erbe: transgender meaning – 
Sarah McBride: people having a gender identity different than the sex they were assigned at birth. And 
your point is well taken which is that this is new for a lot of people. It's not necessarily new transgender
people existed throughout time and cultures but in our society this is a new conversation. And the thing 
we have to remember in this conversation is the humanity behind the issue. Transgender people are 
people. And while we all learn the different terminology and we learn the different aspects of human 
diversity, we should all be compassionate and open minded as we learn more.
Saba Ahmed: Well, I think we are very compassionate but at the same time it goes against god's laws of
nature just basic human nature that has existed for millions of years. I fully agree with equal rights for 
everyone but at the same time I think we are spoiling the new generation with the ideas that you can 
change your birth sex and I think it's just we need to be much more mindful how this is destroying the 
society.
Donna Edwards: Well, I think there is an example that I mean it is a new conversation but it is also now
a public conversation. But it also requires public policy. So we can 't have a circumstance where people
are not able to feel safe in going to a medical professional to deal with their medical needs. That is a 
public policy conversation. It is not a religious conversation. Which may be for another place. But we 
all have a lot more to learn and I do not think my son thinks about this in the same way.



Bonnie Erbe: Follow me on Twitter and visit our website, pbs.org/tothecontrary.
And whether you agree or think to the contrary see you next week.
[♪♪♪]
For a transcript or to see an on-line version of this episode of to the contrary visit our website at 
pbs.org/tothecontrary.
[♪♪♪]
(END)


